PhD Qualifying/MS Comprehensive Exam

Tuesday, September 27, 2011

12:45 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. (EE Room 145)

Fall 2011

Attention NON-THESIS MASTER Students:

- In addition to “exam registration”, MS Non-Thesis students MUST ALSO SUBMIT the following forms to the LSU Graduate School by deadlines:

  1. “Master’s Request for Final Exam” (Due by 9-6-11)
  2. “Request for Masters Degree” (Due by 9-1-11)

  (submit to ECE graduate office 2-3 days before deadline)

- “MS Plan of Study” must be approved prior to exam.

- Must plan to graduate in the same semester in which the exam is taken or as “degree only” the following semester.
Attention DOCTORAL Students:

You **MUST** appear for the Qualifying Examination if:

- You are classified as Grad7 PEE student, and

Either you joined the PEE program **IN OR BEFORE Spring 2011** after having earned an MS degree

Or you joined the PEE program **IN OR BEFORE Fall 2011**, without a Master’s degree.